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VoIP & video
Video conferencing and voice calls are what tie business teams together in modern enterprises. Many tra-
ditional monitoring tools are geared toward capturing network data. But legacy application and network 
monitoring tools aren’t designed for VoIP and video monitoring. 

Is your network robust enough?
Can you support VoIP and video applications? With AppNeta, you can continuously and proactively mon-
itor for issues specific to VoIP and video connections as calls traverse your network, WAN and third-party 
networks. 

Identify common problems:

• Insufficient network capacity
• Latency issues
• QoS alterations
• Poor ISP connection
• Bad call quality

Problems we solve
Call quality is a network issue  
AppNeta proactively monitors voice and video traffic by continuously measuring capacity, latency, voice 
loss and voice jitter over the wire between locations. AppNeta gives you a real-time view of end-user 
experience using methodologies that allow for deep diagnostics. AppNeta also tracks the industry-stan-
dard mean opinion score (MOS) for up-to-the-minute detail on call quality. Set thresholds for any metric 
to alert you when quality is falling, and fix issues before users even notice.
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ABOUT APPNETA
AppNeta is the leader in proactive end-user performance monitoring solutions built for the distributed digital enterprise. With AppNeta, IT and  
Network Ops teams can assure continual and exceptional delivery of business-critical applications. AppNeta’s SaaS-based solutions give IT teams essential  
application and network performance data, allowing them to continuously monitor user experience across any application, network, data center or 
cloud. For more information, visit www.appneta.com.
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Cut congestion on the line 
AppNeta measures network capacity continuously between call source and destination to identify drops 
in performance during peak utilization times. See which users are experiencing issues and drill down by 
users, hosts, applications or conversations.   

Diagnose issues with ISP connections and QoS 
Proactively pinpoint performance issues that are 
causing call degradation, whether the root cause 
is in the local network, wider internet or provider. 
Monitor quality of service (QoS) to identify when 
demoted priority is the source of pain.

How it works
AppNeta uses synthetic voice and video traffic sent over the wire in a continuous lightweight packet train. 
AppNeta can monitor networks in production and proactively alert based on customizable thresholds for 
MOS, voice loss and voice jitter. Plus, our technology supports a variety of codecs and protocols. When is-
sues are detected, diagnostic tests are automatically triggered to identify the root cause. Measure quality 
across the entire enterprise with AppNeta’s industry-leading solution for VoIP and video.
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